A workplace buzzing with excitement can increase productivity. Taken a step too far, and workers will be driven to distraction. Keep disruptive noise levels at bay with HON's acoustical solutions by Unika Vaev that are designed to help absorb and diffuse sound within workspace interiors. With screen and tile options for walls, ceilings, and floors, noise can be reduced anywhere you need it. Now that’s what we call offering sound advice.

Create A Happier, Healthier Workplace.

A Sound Decision

A workplace buzzing with excitement can increase productivity. Taken a step too far, and workers will be driven to distraction. Keep disruptive noise levels at bay with HON's acoustical solutions by Unika Vaev that are designed to help absorb and diffuse sound within workspace interiors. With screen and tile options for walls, ceilings, and floors, noise can be reduced anywhere you need it. Now that's what we call offering sound advice.
Wall Tiles & Floor Screens

A Wall Of Personality

Acoustical wall tiles get the job done and look good while doing it. Control noise levels while making a design statement with a wide variety of color and style options that easily attach to walls. Unique patterns add texture and dimension for an environment that’s pitch-perfect.
Hang Loose And Chill

High and mighty becomes a good thing with our ceiling-attached acoustical options. Visually dramatic yet highly functional, open-pattern hanging screens separate space and minimize noise distractions while allowing light and air to pass through. Maintain a high profile with sound-absorbing tiles and baffles that suspend from any ceiling with simple and quick installation.